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Abstract—This work considers practical implementation of
the decode-and-forward relaying protocol for the full-duplex
Gaussian relay channel. Unlike previous works which developed
coding techniques tailored to this protocol, it is shown that
standard fixed-rate codes which are good for the Gaussian scalar
channel suffice to approach the theoretical performance promised
by this protocol. The proposed technique employs only linear
operations and successive interference cancelation in conjunction
with a fixed-rate base code, and the achievable rate is solely
dictated by the performance of the base code. The same approach
and results carry over to the multiple-antenna case as well.

I. INTRODUCTION

Relaying techniques are a key element in enhancing the

capacity of wireless networks. Accordingly, a great amount of

research effort has been devoted in recent years to studying

both the information-theoretic limits of networks incorporating

relays, and to developing suitable coding techniques.

While the capacity of even the most basic relay channel,

namely the scalar Gaussian single-relay channel [1] remains

an open problem, achievable rates regions as well as outer

bounds have been established for basic models, following the

pioneering work of Cover and El Gamal [2]. The achievable

rates are largely based on a few key relaying approaches, and

can roughly be categorized around the Amplify-and-Forward

(AF), Compress-and-Forward (CF), and Decode-and-Forward

(DF) protocols; see e.g. [2], [3].

In this work we consider the Gaussian full-duplex1 relay

channel in which the relay may receive and transmit simulta-

neously. The channel model is depicted in Figure 1.

The source transmits a signal that is received at both the

destination and relay; the relay transmits an additional signal

to the destination. Thus, the channel input–output relationship

is

yrel = hsrc,relx
src + zrel ,

ydst = hsrc,dstx
src + hrel,dstx

rel + zdst ,
(1)

where x, y and z denote the channel input, output and noises,

respectively, using superscripts and subscripts ‘dst’, ‘src’ and

‘rel’ to indicate ‘destination’, ‘source’ and ‘relay’, respectively.

Without loss of generality, all channel inputs are subject to the

same average power constraint P and all gains are real and

non-negative.2 We assume full knowledge of all channel gains

1For a practical scheme for the half-duplex setting see [4].
2This follows since any phase can be absorbed in the transmit signals.

at the source, destination and relay nodes (“closed loop”).

We further focus on the DF protocol which we review in

Section II-A. In the DF protocol, a sequence of messages is

transmitted. The key feature of the DF protocol is encoding

each message twice using two independent codebooks and

transmitting each message over two consecutive time frames.

In the first time frame the message is encoded at the source

using the first codebook. The relay, which is assumed to have

a better channel than the destination, decodes the message.

The destination is unable to decode at this stage. Rather,

it forms a list of possible candidates for the transmitted

message. In the second time frame, the relay and source both

encode the message using the second codebook and transmit

it coherently to the destination, where the source transmits

also via superposition a new message to be decoded by the

relay. Now the destination can create another list of candidates

and intersect it with the list from the previous time frame. If

the transmission rate is chosen correctly, only the transmitted

message would fall in the intersection of both lists.

The question of how to implement the list decoders above is

non-trivial and has motivated numerous works that proposed

coding techniques tailored to DF relaying; see [5]–[11] and

references therein. In contrast, the purpose of the present work

is to provide a framework for constructing coding schemes,

allowing to approach the theoretical performance of the DF

protocol using only “off-the-shelf” scalar codes (and decoders)

designed for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

channel.

Our approach is based upon the observation that in the

Gaussian case, the DF scenario can be mathematically formu-

lated as an equivalent multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

multicast (or common message broadcast) scenario as devel-

oped in Section III. This equivalent scenario, consists of a

transmit node equipped with two “antennas” communicating

with two receive nodes (users). The first receive node is the

relay which has one receive antenna, corresponding to the

single time frame it is allowed for decoding the message. The

second receive node is the destination which is equipped with

two receive antennas corresponding to the two time frames

it utilizes to decode the message. The fact that the relay

coherently transmits with the source during the second time

frame is also taken into account in the derived equivalent

MIMO multicast model.
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Fig. 1. Gaussian MIMO relay channel.

In [12] a signal processing architecture was proposed for

the Gaussian multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) multicast

scenario, that is based on a novel joint unitary decomposition.

It was demonstrated that one can approach the multicast

capacity using scalar point-to-point encoders and decoders

with successive interference cancelation (SIC). Applying this

architecture to the equivalent multicast model we derive in

this work, yields a low complexity optimal scheme for the DF

protocol. In our scheme, the coding task is reduced to that

of coding over an AWGN channel, whereas the relay network

topology is accounted for by the linear processing.

The approach we develop readily carries over to MIMO DF

relaying and can be generalized to more relays, as described

in Section IV.

II. BACKGROUND

We now recall the decode-and-forward protocol for the

Gaussian SISO relay channel, as well as the practical MIMO

multicast scheme of [12]. In the sequel, we show how the

latter may be combined with the DF protocol, to arrive at a

practical DF scheme.

A. Full-Duplex Decode-and-Forward Protocol

The DF scheme has a sequential nature: the data is par-

titioned into a sequence of messages {wi}. At each time

instance, the source and relay transmit functions of a “sliding

window” of messages, and the relay and destination decode

messages sequentially. Thus, both the relay and the destination

employ successive interference cancellation (SIC). Specifi-

cally, the DF scheme (for the Gaussian case) consists of the

following.

Codebook construction: Generate two different (indepen-

dent) good AWGN codebooks of the same length n and power

P and rates to be determined in the sequel. We denote the

codebooks by CC and CD, where the superscript C stands for

‘coherent’, and D — for ‘direct’, the operational meanings of

which will become apparent in the sequel.

We now describe transmission of block/message i. Let xC
i

and x
D
i be the codewords corresponding to a message wi in

CC and CD, respectively.3

Source: The i-th block signal of length n, xsrc
i , sent by the

source, is equal to the sum of xC
i and x

D
i+1, where a portion

ρ2 (0 ≤ ρ2 ≤ 1) of the available power P is allocated to x
C
i

and the rest — to x
D
i+1. Thus, the signal in block (or “time

frame”) i sent by the source, xsrc
i , is equal to

x
src
i = ρxC

i +
√

1− ρ2xD
i+1 . (2)

3In this subsection, all vectors are taken to be row vectors.

Relay: At each time frame i−1, the relay recovers wi from

a single output block y
rel
i−1 by decoding x

D
i , where wi−1 is

assumed to be known (assuming correct decoding of previous

codewords, and that w1 is predetermined). Since wi−1, and

hence also x
C
i−1 are assumed to be known, the contribution

of the latter can be subtracted from y
rel
i−1, resulting (assuming

correct decoding of previous codewords):

ỹ
rel
i−1 = y

rel
i−1 − hsrc,relρx

C
i−1

=
√

1− ρ2hsrc,relx
D
i + z

rel
i−1 .

(3)

At time frame i (and again assuming correct decoding), the

relay knows wi (and hence also x
C
i ) and sends

x
rel
i = x

C
i . (4)

Destination: At each time frame i, the destination recovers

wi based on two consecutive output blocks y
dst
i−1 and y

dst
i ,

assuming wi−1 is known (was decoded correctly from previous

outputs, except for w1 which is predetermined). In essence, the

destination recovers wi from two observations of the encoded

message: the first being a noisy version of xD
i , the other being

a noisy version of xC
i .

Specifically, we subtract hsrc,dstρx
C
i−1 from y

dst
i−1 to arrive

at

ỹ
dst
i−1 = y

dst
i−1 − hsrc,dstρx

C
i−1

=
√

1− ρ2hsrc,dstx
D
i + z

dst
i−1 .

(5)

This serves as the first noisy observation.

The second noisy observation is that of x
C
i , which is

obtained from y
dst
i as follows. the component of x

C
i in the

source signal xsrc
i and the signal transmitted by the relay x

rel
i

sum coherently, whereas x
D
i+1 plays the role of an AWGN,

namely,

y
dst
i = (ρhsrc,dst + hrel,dst)x

C
i + z

equiv
i , (6)

where

z
equiv
i =

√

1− ρ2hsrc,dstx
D
i + z

dst
i (7)

is of power Pequiv =
(

1− ρ2
)

h2
src,dstP + 1. Normalizing the

power of the noise z
equiv
i , i.e., dividing y

dst
i by

√

Pequiv, we

arrive at

y
dst
i =

1
√

Pequiv

y
dst
i

=
ρhsrc,dst + hrel,dst

√

(1− ρ2)h2
src,dstP + 1

x
C
i + z

dst
i ,

(8)

where z
dst
i is of unit power.

Note that the relay recoverswi based only on a single obser-

vation (3), whereas the destination uses two observations (5)

and (8) to recover the same information. Thus, the achievable

rate of the DF protocol is limited by the minimum of the

mutual informations of the two [2]:4

4Assuming many blocks, the loss due to predetermining w1 is negligible.



RDF = min

{

log
(

1 +
(

1− ρ2
)

h2
src,relP

)

,

log
(

1 +
(

1− ρ2
)

h2
src,dstP

)

+ log

(

1 +
(ρhsrc,dst + hrel,dst)

2
P

(1− ρ2) h2
src,dstP + 1

)}

(9)

= min

{

log
(

1 +
(

1− ρ2
)

Ssrc,rel

)

,

log
(

1 + Ssrc,dst + Srel,dst + 2ρ
√

Ssrc,dstSrel,dst

)

}

,

where we define the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) as S , h2P

where h may correspond to hrel,dst, hsrc,dst or hsrc,rel.

Remark 1: The technique above is applicable for any value

of ρ between 0 and 1. An optimization of this parameter and

its optimal explicit value along with the corresponding optimal

rate in (9), can be evaluated; see, e.g., [13].

Nevertheless, it is not clear how to combine the information

carried by the two codewords xC and x
D and at the same time

recover it at the relay, using a practical scheme. Different

approaches, e.g., list decoding, were proposed, but these are

still hard to implement in practice; see [3] for a detailed survey

of these schemes. In the sequel, we show how to overcome

this hurdle, i.e., design a practical scheme that approaches (9).

This is done by showing that this problem may be recast as an

effective MIMO multicast one, and then using the multicast

scheme presented next in Section II-B.

B. Codes for Common-Message MIMO Multicast

We now describe the main tool which is used in this work.

We follow [12] where a practical coding scheme is introduced

for a related problem, where data needs to be multicasted to

two users over a MIMO broadcast channel. The channel model

is described by

yk = Hkx+ zk , (10)

where yk is the received Mrk × 1 vector of user k (k = 1, 2),
x denotes the Nt × 1 complex-valued input vector which

is limited to an average power P per symbol,5 Hk is the

Mrk×Nt complex channel matrix to user k, and zk is assumed

to be a circularly-symmetric Gaussian vector with identity

covariance matrix.

In this subsection we suppress time indices for simplicity

of exposition.

For a single user, the rate achievable for anMr×Nt channel

matrix H and an input covariance matrix K , E[xx†] is

equal to the Gaussian mutual information (MI) between the

input and output vectors

R(H,K) , log
∣

∣INr
+HKH†

∣

∣ , (11)

where | · | denotes the determinant and IMr
is an identity

matrix of dimension Mr. The common-message (“multicast”)

5Alternatively, one can consider an input covariance constraint.

capacity of this channel is given by the compound-channel

capacity [14]

Ccommon = max
K

min
i=1,2

R(Hk,K) .

We start with Nt codebooks, each one of them good for a

SISO Gaussian channel of rate Rj to be determined and unit

power. At each time instance we form a vector x̃ using one

sample from each codebook. The transmitted vector is thus

x = BV x̃ , (12)

where E
[

x̃x̃
†
]

= INt
, V is unitary and B is a precoding

matrix satisfying

BB† = K , (13)

meaning that the input covariance matrix is indeed equal to

K . Receiver k (k = 1, 2) computes6

ỹk = U
†
kyk , (14)

and then decodes the Nt codes using SIC, starting from x̃Nt
,

where x̃k denotes the k-th entry of x̃. The following theorem,

due to [12], shows that this strategy is optimal.

Theorem 1: For any two channel matrices H1 and H2,

and input covariance matrix K such that R(H1,K) =
R(H2,K) = R, there exist U1, U2 and a unitary V such that

S1,j = S2,j

Rj = log (1 + S1,j) , ∀j = 1, . . . , Nt

R =

Nt
∑

j=1

Rj ,

where Sk,j is the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio of the

j-th symbol at receiver k, given symbols x̃Nt

j+1.

By the first two equations, codebooks of rate

Rj = log(1 + S1,j)

can be decoded by both receivers (using standard AWGN

decoding); by the third equation, the sum of these rates equals

the optimum.

Remark 2: Using an input covariance matrix K over the

channels described by the channel matrices H1 and H2, is

mathematically equivalent to working with a unit covariance

matrix INt
over equivalent channel matrices F1 , H1B and

F2 , H2B, respectively.

III. MAIN RESULT: FULL-DUPLEX

DECODE-AND-FORWARD SCHEME

We now show how the decode-and-forward protocol for

the SISO Gaussian relay channel may be formulated as an

equivalent MIMO multicast scenario. Applying the scheme of

Section II-B to this scenario reduces the coding task to that

of Gaussian SISO (fixed-rate) coding, for which any standard

coding technique can be used.

6The receiver matrices Uk are not necessarily unitary.



Recall that the relay uses only a single observation as

reflected in (3), to recover wi. The destination, on the other

hand, makes use of two consecutive observation blocks, as

given in (5) and (8), to recover the same message wi. This

can be reformulated in an equivalent matrix notation as

Y rel
i = HrelXi + Z rel

i ,

Ydst
i = HdstXi + Zdst

i ,
(15)

where

Hrel =
√
2
(√

1− ρ2hsrc,rel 0
)

Hdst =
√
2

(√

1− ρ2hsrc,dst 0

0
ρhsrc,dst+hrel,dst√
((1−ρ2)h2

src,dst
P+1

)

(16)

are the effective channel matrices,

Z rel
i , z

rel
i−1

Zdst
i ,

(

z
dst
i−1

z
dst
i

)

are additive white noises with identity covariance matrices,

Xi ,
1√
2

(

x
D
i

x
C
i

)

(17)

is the channel input vector subject to a power constraint P ,

and

Y rel
i , ỹ

rel
i−1

Ydst
i ,

(

ỹ
dst
i−1

y
dst
i

)

are the effective output vector at the relay and the destination,

respectively.

The input dimension of the matrices Hrel and Hdst is equal

to two, since the input signal Xi consists of two independent

codewords. The output of these matrices, reflect the number

of observation blocks utilized, by each of the receive nodes,

to recover these codewords.

Thus, the problem of implementing the decode-and-forward

protocol over the Gaussian relay channel is equivalent to

a MIMO multicast problem, for which the scheme of Sec-

tion II-B can be applied, resulting in a practical scheme that

achieves the decode-and-forward rate (9). Note that in this case

B of (12) is equal the identity matrix I2.
7

Remark 3: In order to approach the rate given in (9), xC
i

and x
D
i need to be independent. In the proposed scheme this

is indeed the case, since we start with independent codebooks

of the same power (the entries of x̃ in (12) which in this

case are the entries of X in (17)) and send two orthonormal

combinations of the two (materialized by the multiplication by

a unitary matrix V in (12)). If the codebooks (entries of x̃ in

(12) or X in (17)) are good (SISO) AWGN codes, this implies

that they have a Gaussian distribution, which, together with the

orthogonality property, implies in turn the independence of xC
i

and x
D
i .

7Note that the power allocation of xC and x
D is absorbed in the effective

channel matrices Hrel and Hdst .

IV. EXTENSIONS

A. MIMO Relay Channel

The DF technique and scheme used for the SISO case,

can be readily extended to the MIMO case, where each of

the nodes (source, relay and destination) is equipped with

multiple antennas. In this case the scalar channel coefficients

h are replaced by channel matrices H whose dimensions are

determined by the number of antennas at the corresponding

transmit and receive ends.

Direct extension of the technique of Section II-A for the

MIMO case calls for replacing the scalar codebooks xD and

x
C with vector codebooks whose entries are vectors of the

same dimension as the transmitted signal xsrc.

In this section, with some abuse of notation, boldface is used

to denote spatial vectors rather than time vectors, as was the

case in Sections II-A and III. Furthermore, vectors are taken

to be column vectors where the time index is suppressed, and

the codeword is represented by a single symbol.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the number of

the transmit antennas at the source and the relay is equal,

i.e., the column dimensions of Hsrc,dst and Hrel,dst are equal,

since otherwise, we may pad the matrix with the lower column

dimension with all-zero columns. Thus, x
src and x

rel, and

hence also x
D and x

C, are all of the same dimension.

We will see shortly that standard scalar codes suffice for

this case as well.

Note also that in this case, the covariance matrices corre-

sponding to x
D and x

C at the source and to x
C — at the

relay, can be shaped to improve the achievable rate, such that

each of these covariance matrices satisfy the power constraints

[15]. More generally, we take x
D and x

C to be independent

and white of total average unit power and multiply them by

suitable precoding matrices, as in (12)–(13), subject to an

average power constraint P . Hence the signals sent by the

source (2) and the relay (4) should be replaced, in the MIMO

case, by

x
src
i = ρBC

srcx
C
i +

√

1− ρ2BD
srcx

D
i+1 ,

x
rel
i = BC

relx
C
i ,

respectively, where BC
src, BD

src and BC
rel are the precoding

matrices satisfying the power constraints:

trace
{

BC
srcB

C
src

†
}

, trace
{

BD
srcB

D
src

†
}

, trace
{

BC
relB

C
rel

†
}

≤ P .

Remark 4: In the SISO case, the signal sent by the relay

(4) and the corresponding component xC in the signal of (2)

need to be multiplied by an appropriate phase, such that they

sum coherently (this was absorbed in the channel coefficients

h in the exposition of the SISO channel in Section II-A, which

were assumed to be real and non-negative); in the MIMO case,

this generalizes to multiplying by appropriate unitary matrices

prior to the covariance shaping, which together constitute the

precoding matrices.

The channel output at the relay, after subtracting the compo-

nent corresponding to x
C (MIMO equivalent of (3), assuming

correct decoding), is equal to



RDF = min

{

log
∣

∣

∣
I +

(

1− ρ2
)

Hsrc,relB
D
src

(

Hsrc,relB
D
src

)†
∣

∣

∣
, (18)

log
∣

∣

∣I +
(

1− ρ2
)

Hsrc,dstB
D
src

(

Hsrc,dstB
D
src

)†
∣

∣

∣+ log
∣

∣

∣I +K−1
equiv

(

ρHsrc,dstB
C
src +Hrel,dstB

C
rel

) (

ρHsrc,dstB
C
src +Hrel,dstB

C
rel

)†
∣

∣

∣

}

ỹ
rel
i−1 = y

rel
i−1 − ρHsrc,relB

C
srcx

C
i−1

=
√

1− ρ2Hsrc,relB
D
srcx

D
i + z

rel
i−1 .

At the destination, (5) is replaced by

y
dst
i−1 =

√

1− ρ2Hsrc,dstB
D
srcx

D
i + z

dst
i−1 ,

whereas (6) and (7) are replaced by

y
dst
i =

(

ρHsrc,dstB
C
src +Hrel,dstB

C
rel

)

x
C
i + z

equiv
i ,

z
equiv
i =

√

1− ρ2Hsrc,dstB
D
srcx

D
i + z

dst
i ,

respectively. The covariance matrix of the Gaussian noise is

Kequiv , (1 − ρ2)Hsrc,dstB
D
src

(

Hsrc,dstB
D
src

)†
+ I .

This matrix is positive-definite and therefore can be decom-

posed according to the Cholesky Decomposition as

Kequiv = LequivL
†
equiv , (19)

where L is invertible. Hence, by applying L−1
equiv to y

dst
i on the

right, we arrive at

y
dst
i = L−1

equiv

(

ρHsrc,dstB
C
src +Hrel,dstB

C
rel

)

x
C
i + z

dst
i ,

where z
dst
i = L−1

equivz
equiv
i has an identity covariance matrix.

Thus, the achievable rate of this scheme in the MIMO case,

is equal to (18).

The effective matrices (16) in the scheme of Section III,

need to be replaced, in the MIMO case, by the following

channel matrices:

Hrel =
√
2
(√

1− ρ2Hsrc,relB
D
src 0

)

Hdst =
√
2









√

1− ρ2Hsrc,dstB
D
src 0

0
L−1
equiv

(

ρHsrc,dstB
C
src

+Hrel,dstB
C
rel

)









over which any good “off-the-shelf” codebooks for the SISO

AWGN channel can be used.

Remark 5: The above scheme works for any admissible

choices of the precoding matrices (viz. matrices satisfying the

power constraints) and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Thus, optimization over

these parameters can be performed to maximize the achievable

rate (18).

B. More Relays and Equal-Rate Codebooks

In the scheme of Section III (and Section IV-A), the SISO

codes used (constituting X ) are of different rates. Constructing

a scheme in which all the SISO codes are of equal rates is

more appealing, since this allows using the same codebook

over all the SISO sub-channels as well as avoiding the need of

a bid-loading mechanism; see [16], for a detailed explanation.

A Seemingly different problem is extending the scheme of

Section III to the case of more relays (possibly without a direct

link). For this, the multicast scheme of Section II-B needs to

be extended to the case of more than two users.

Both of these problems can be resolved simultaneously by

incorporating a space–time coding structure, but come at the

expense of a greater latency at the output, as explained in [17].
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